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0lh #Ooks a_ub 2h 
ARTISTIC BOOK-BINDING. 

(CONCLUDED.) 
IN the beginning of the seventeenth century we come to 

an artist who revolutionized his art and opened up a new 
and rich path to his successors. This artist was the 

incomparable Le Gascon. Le Gascon's work is distin 
guisheci, roughly speaking, by gold dottings instead of 
thread lines, introduced at first timidly in the details of 
the Fanfare bindings, and then finally covering the 
whole surface of a bright red morocco cover with a 

design of supreme elegance, standing out as it were 
against a 

background of dazzling sparks. The effect is 
marvellous. It was Le Gascon who, not finding room 

enough for his exquisite pvrotechnv 
on the outside of the volumes that he 
had to bind, conceived the idea of 

lining the side-covers with morocco 
and continuing his brilliant fiorituri 
on the inside too. 

Le Gascon was the last of the great 
old binders. After him we come to 
the reign of Louis XIV., the most 
self-assertive and absorbing of mor 
tals. Naturally the emblems of his 

royalty were the only ornaments ad 
missible on his books, and the nobles, 
following their monarch's example, 
caused ridiculous importance to be 

given to the display of their arms on 
the covers of their books, and when 

they did order a rich binding, they 
could only be satisfied by heavy and 

pompous masses of gold. In short, 
up to the end of the seventeenth cen 

tury there is nothing remarkable to 
be noticed in the decoration of books. 
The famous French binders of the 
time, like the Boyets, contented them 
selves with making honest and solid 

bindings of extreme sobriety of dec 
oration. 

In the early years of the reign of 
Louis XV. the Padeloups left the 
beaten track and tried a new kind 
of decoration, a mosaic of leathers of 
different colors decorated with tool 

ing. It is to be remarked that the 
mosaics of Padeloup, as also those 
of Der6me, Dubuisson, etc., are not 
made by a process of inlaying, but of 

overlaying, a method of application of 
leather upon leather. M. Marini Mi 
chel has remarked that far from be 

ing the creator of a new style, Pade 

loup was only a compiler. For his 
richest mosaic volumes he pillages the 
middle ages and copies the grounds 
of stained-glass windows; he steals 
Le Gascon's dots and he steals the 
fleurons and royal emblems of the 
binders of. Louis XIV. But his de 

signs have no unity,, and from the 

point of view of art they do not exist. 
With the leather mosaics of the 

eighteenth century we come to the 
end of novelties in book decoration, 
and even mosaic, as we have seen. 
was known in the sixteenth century. The binders of 
the present century have contented themselves with fol 
lowing in the footsteps of the ancients. In artistic 
high-class bindings the most original of the modern 
binders are inferior in taste and feeling to the bind 
ers of the past; they surpass them only in material 
execution. In our modern bindings the boards are 
firmer and lighter, the edges are more regular, the 
skins are better cut and pared, the bands are less 
heavy and clumsy. The superiority of the modern 
high-class binders consists entirely in perfection of de 
tail. There is no special reason why this should con 
tinue to be the case. For the decoration of a book, 
as for that of any object, there is one supreme law-the 
appropriateness of the ornamentation to the subject, to 
the destination of the object to be decorated. The 
binder has the whole field of ornament to choose from, 
with taste and sentiment for his only guides. The. 

mistake that he generally makes is to copy the old 
masters, servilely instead of merely seeking inspiration 
in their work. The commoq belief among binders is 
that in ornamentation it is impossible to surpass the 
ancients. The problem is not to surpass the ancients, 
but to do as well as they did, only something else, 
something modern. 

The true book lover requires a binding perfect in 
material execution and decorated in perfect taste, so 
that the purity of the lines, the graceful choice and 
distribution of the ornaments may reveal in the gilder 
both talent as a draughtsman and sureness of hand as 
an artisan. Others, still more delicate, delight in the 
Jansenist binding, where no gilding distracts the eye 
from an imperfection, a scratch, a line incorrectly 
drawn or a clumsy band-the Jansenist binding that 
displays the perfect skill of the binder, as white, un 
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FRENCH BOOK-BINDING IN MOROCCO, SIXTEENTH CENTURY (HENRI DEUJX) 
GREEN GROUND IN CENTRE, DARK BROWN ELSEWHERE.MEALOS ND OTOFHE 
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decorated porcelain displays the masterly skill of the 
potter. Others, again, reserve their decoration for the 
morocco lining of the side covers. Another school of 

bibliophiles, the Romanticists, resuscitating the usages 
of the middle ages, call in the aid of workers in metal 
and ivory, but nowadays such bindings are 

obviously 
anachronisms or admissible at the utmost for prayer 
books, marriage gifts or books of devotion given as 
presents. Books so bound are for those of whom 
Seneca said, " 

Pierisque libri non studiorum instrumenta 
sed aedium ornamenta." Finally, there are the ama 
teurs of mosaic bindings and the " 

fantaisistes," who 
seek new effects or new combinations of old processes, 
and imagine book covers made of scraps of brocade, 
embroidery, Venice velvet, serpent skin, Japanese 
leather paper and what not. This is a field in which 
the bibliophile of taste may without the expenditure of 

much money make many a discovery and replace the 

monotony of ordinary cheap bindings by b'dings full 
of meaning and suggestion. 

The contemporary French binders seem to be rather 

carrying to excess the use of colored leather mosaic, 
and above all seeking' in their design a 

picturesqueness 
which seems incompatible with the nature of a book 
cover. A happier innovation, in some sense a revival, is 
the introduction of medals and enamels into book 
decoration. M. Edmond de Goncourt has, for instance, 
a copy of " 

Manette Salomon 
" 

bound in La Valliere 
morocco, with, in the centre of each side cover, an 
enamel of Claudius Popelin representing the heroine of 
the book in two scenes. The enamels are inlaid in the 
centre of the boards and the morocco is undecorated. 

M. Philippe Burty also has several fine bindings enriched 
with unique enamels of Claudius Popelin. Another 
innovation that might be tried--and this, too, would be 

to some extent a revival-would be 
the painting of vellum bindings either 
in grisaille or in gouache or in water 
colors. But a fantastic book decora 
tion is really only limited by the limits 
of human imagination and the dic 
tates of good taste. From the fore 

going resume and from the principles 
and examples cited, the reader will 

perhaps have been able to form some 
idea of the desiderata and possibili 
ties of high-class book decoration. 

Generally speaking, the same remarks 

apply to fine bindings and to demo 
cratic or commercial bindings. The 

principles of decoration are the same 
for both, and the great principle to be 
borne in mind always is that the 
decoration of a book cover should 
be ornamental and not picturesque. 

THEODORE CHILD. 

THE BARLOW LIBRAR Y SALE. 

THE S. L. M. Barlow library of 
rare books relating to America was 
one of the most important collections 
of the sort ever formed. However 
devoid of serious qualities were Mr. 
Barlow's collections of paintings and 

bric-A-brac, as a book-collector he 
had a definite idea in view, and was 
either himself well-informed, or. was 

ably and faithfully served by the 
dealers through whom he obtained 
his treasures. We do not hesitate 
to say that while he may well have 

expected many of his purchases to 
rise in value, he would be agreeably 
surprised could he learn that his small 
collection brought the magnificent 
sum of $85,000, of which $14,083 

was received for the manuscripts. 
The library cost Mr. Barlow, in 
round numbers, $43,ooo. The profit 
would have been much greater but 
for the shrinkage in value (about sixty 
per cent) of the 

" 
Vetustissima" 

that is, the collection of books printed 
prior to 1551, containing references 
to America. The number of buyers 
of this class of books is very limited, 
and the loss was felt of the more 

spirited support that would have 
doubtless, been given to the sale by that liberal col 
lector of Americana, Mr. C. H. Kalbfleisch (not of Brook 
lyn, as the newspapers had it, but of New York), but 
for his financial troubles a few years ago, which left him 
little more than a spectator. The catalogue, prepared 
by Mr. J. 0. Wright, was a model of its kind, free from 
absurd eulogies of particular books, yet giving all re 

quisite information about them. Its assertions were so 

guarded whenever there was the least doubt as to the date 
of an edition or the value of a copy when compared with 
others, that the reader felt that the greatest confidence 
might be placed in it. 

The most valuable part of the collection was, of 
course, the manuscripts, most of them documents of great 
historical importance. There was Paul Jones's 

" 
Log 

book," with full lists of the names of his multifarious 
crews, showing that the American Navy, then as now, 

was manned chiefly by foreigners. This went for $1200 
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to J. S. Barnes, who has since discovered that it is all in 

the handwriting of Lieutenant Richard Dale. 
' 
Benedict 

Arnold's "Journal," left behind at West Point when he 

hurriedly departed on hearing of Andre's capture, brought 

$405, and was bought for Mr. N. Q. Pope, of Brooklyn. 
It is on letter paper and the ink has faded somewhat. 

The 
" 

Secret Journal of the Society of the Cincinnati," 
dated 1784, went to Mr. Luther Kountze for $105. The 

great prize was the MS. copy of the "Massachusetts 

Records," the only perfect one known, which the Boston 

Public Library obtained for $6500. Other manuscripts 
which brought high prices were the twenty-one vol 

umes of the "Chalmers Papers," for which Mr. Moore 

paid $23o, and the eight volumes of letters, petitions 
and memoranda, chiefly addressed to William Living 
stone, Governor of New Jersey. Mr. Wright bought 
these for $1920. They will probably go to Mr. Luther 

Kountze. A petition of Columbus to Ferdinand and 

Isabella was bought by the Brown Library of Provi 

dence, R. I., for $325 ; the 
" 
Virginia Council Letters" 

and New York 
" 

Letters and Documents," by the Lenox 

Library, for $120 and $190 respectively. Mr. Brayton 
Ives was the principal buyer of printed books. He got 
the Columbus Letter of thirty-three lines for $2200 and 

the Spanish Letters of Cortez for $1650, $1oo and 

$1500 respectively. These, together with all the Ves 

pucius Letters-for we underFtand Mr. Ives has since 

bought those which at the sale he allowed to pass 
make the most important grouping of rarities in the 

collection. 

AR T. 

MR. WILLIAM W. STORY'S CONVERSATIONS IN A 
STUDIO cover all sorts of subjects more or less relative to art, the 
difficulty being to imagine anything with which they do not deal. 
The propriety of an artist employing the work of others is dis 
cussed; the prices paid for great works of art in ancient and in 
modern times are recalled; we have anecdotes of Apelles, of 
Michael Angelo and Meissonier; many pages on the art of Shake 
speare; speculations on " The Perfect Number" and on the causes 
of changes in spelling. Dreams, Goethe, Naturalism, " 

English 
as She is Spoke," proverbs turned inside out, French fiction and 
" The Sum of the Whole Matter" are touched upon, as George 
Dyer would say, more or less deeply. The two daintily printed 
volumes are both entertaining and suggestive, and will, doubtless, 
afford subjects for hundreds of conversations in thousands of 
studios. (Houghton, Mifflin & Co.) 

THE Exhibition Supplement to the Revue des Arts 
Decoratifs for December contains twelve handsome photographs 
of objects of art at the Paris Exhibition, the most interesting of 
which are some of the new " flambd" porcelains of M. Chaplet; 
a punch-bowl in white metal by the Meriden Britannia Company, 
of New York; a group of objects in Venetian glass from Salviati; 
and some enamelled glass wares by M. A. Reyen. The text has ar 
ticles on " Artistic Glassware," with illustrations, and on " The Dec 
oration of Books ;" the latter by M. Bouchot, who is all for modern 
fashions in design and modern processes of execution. 

L'ART for January (Macmillan & Co.) has a fine 
etching by Decisy after Rembrandt's painting " Saul and David." 
In the two numbers for December are Karl Bodmer's etching of 
" Deer in a Park" and Giroux's etching of Louis Deschamps's pic 
ture " Touche-si-tout," a fat baby amusing himself by grasping a 
kitten's tail. The most important articles in the text are Hustin's 
series on " The Painters of the Century," with portraits of Dau 
bigny, Couture, Diaz, Hamon, Philippe Rousseau, and others; 
Eugene Muntz, on the " Borders of Raphael's Tapestries," with 
illustrations; Emile Michel on Japanese art at the Universal Ex 
position, and F. M6chin on Persian falences. 

FICTION. 

JOSHUA : A Story of Biblical Times; from the Ger 
man of Georg Ebers, gives a graphic picture of a period of his 
tory possessed of a deep and permanent interest for the human 
race. The profound archaeological knowledge of the author, 
gathered much of it from original sources, and his familiarity with 
the scenery of his story, joined to a wonderful skill in clothing 

with flesh and blood the dry bones of history, and bringing vivid 
ly before us scenes and events so remote, make this account of the 
Exodus as fascinating as a modern romance and as instructive as 
an historical study. We are as deeply interested in the loves of 
Joshua, the heroic leader of the Jewish people and of the beauti 
ful Miriam, their prophetess, as if they were of our own day and 
civilization, and for Kasana, the gentle daughter of the Egyptians, 
dying the victim of her hopeless passion for the son of Nun, we 
feel the same pity. The majestic figure of Moses stands before 
us, not nebulous and indistinct, looming up a shade against the 
shadowy background of the past, but full of life and passion, 
clothed with a more than mortal power, as he stood before his 
people-their Lawgiver. We share the thrill of awe and triumph 
that swelled the breasts of the weary wanderers through moun 
tain-pass and over desert sands, fleeing from the oppression of 
the idolatrous Egyptians, as their eyes rest for the first time upon 
Horeb and the peak of Sinai, the sacred mountain, the throne of 
the Omnipotent God of their fathers. (W. S. Gottsberger & Co.) 

MRS. FENTON, to those of Mr. Norris's numerous 
admirers who founded expectations of a brilliant future for their 
author on " Mademoiselle de Marsac" and " Matrimony," must be 
a very disappointing book, indeed, as it is inferior both as regards 
the style, which is commonplace, and the plot, which is a hack 
neyed one, to any of his other works. The usual obstacle to the 
proverbially uncertain course of true love arises in this instance in 
the person of Mrs. Fenton, who, presenting herself in England 
as the daughter and heiress-dead in New Zealand-of the Dean 
of St. Cyprian's, the uncle of the hero, falls in love with the 
latter, whom she seeks to rob at once of his fortune and his heart. 

As usual, however, the obstacle is satisfactorily, if rather in 
humanly disposed of in the end by Mrs. Fenton's death, and the 
course of true love once more flows smoothly on until it reaches 
without further interruption the haven of marriage. (Holt & Co.) 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

THE EASTER CARDS AND BOOKLETS brought out 
by Messrs. E. P. Dutton & Co. show some remarkably pretty 

novelties. Some of the latter, charmingly printed in colors, are 
ingeniously contrived in imitation of water-lilies, Easler lilies, 
lilies of the valley, primroses, violets, and cherubs' heads lying back 
on the downiest of wings. These all open and display verses ap 
propriate to the season. An additional point in their favor is that 
any one of these inexpensive little souvenirs can be put into a 
small envelope and sent off in a letter without -increasing even the 
cost of postage. 

BUILDERS' HARDWARE, by Clarence H. Blackall, is 
an important book for architects, builders and house-owners. It 
gives full and clear descriptions of many sorts of wholesale metal 
work which enter into the fittings of a modern building, from 
nails and screws to ornamental castings. Hammered and stamped 
work are not included. The chapters on " Locks" and other door 
fixtures, on " Closet Fittings" and on " Miscellaneous Hardware," 
are particularly useful, and the chapter on " Hardware Specifica 
tions" should be read by every one who intends to build a house, or 
who undertakes to keep one in repair. The work makes a vol 
ume of a little over three hundred pages, handsomely printed and 
abundantly furnished with good illustrations. The author's choice 
of designs in ornamental cast metal-work, door-plates, foot-scrap 
ers, hinges, and in glass and other door-knobs is, generally speak 
ing, excellent. (Ticknor & Co., Boston.) 

THE PSYCHDLOGY OF ATTENTION, by Professor Th. 
Ribot of the College de France, is a little book which everybody 
having the proper training of children at heart will do well to 
read. Professor Ribot holds, that attention, whether voluntary or 
not, depends on some emotional state, and that to govern it one 
must learn how to govern the emotions. He also holds that ner 
vous action and muscular contraction necessarily accompany at 
tention, and that provision must be made for them if any study is 
to be profitably pursued. His theories are all based upon long 
and careful experiment, are in accordance with the facts as ob 
served by others, and with the results arrived at on other lines of in 
vestigation by the best modern scientists. An" authorized trans 
lation" is published by The Open Court Publishing Co., Chicago. 

Uffairut' of .0igun. 
"NO TRE DAME." (COLOR PLA TE NO. i.) 

FOR painting this study in oils set your palette with 
white, ivory black, permanent blue, Prussian blue, burnt Sienna, 
burnt umber, raw umber, yellow ochre, cadmium yellow (pale), 
light red and madder lake. Take a canvas of medium texture 

well primed, so that the colors may sink in as little as possible. 
Make a very careful outline drawing of the whole picture before 
beginning to paint. For the cloudy sky take ivory black, yellow 
ochre and white. For the brilliant circle indicating the position 
of the moon just breaking through the clouds take white, adding 
cadmium and madder lake for the outer circle. For the buildings 
the colors to be used are permanent blue, ivory black, yellow 
ochre, light red and madder lake. The broad shadows are com 
posed of permanent blue, light red, madder lake and yellow 
ochre. The brilliant lights in the windows are represented chief 
ly with cadmium yellow and white shaded with raw umber, some 
pure tints of red and blue being touched into the stained glass of 
the windows in the upper part of the building. The water re 
flects all the colors used in the sky. To complete the bridge and 
paint the boats, figures and foreground, every color mentioned 
may be brought into requisition with more or less force. Spirit 
ed touches of pure burnt Sienna and other colors are of great value 
in finishing. It will be noted that the palette given is extremely 
simple, but it is none the less effective on that account. Indeed, as 
a rule it will be found that the best artists use the fewest colors. 

CHINA PAINTING. (COLOR PLA TE NO. 2.) 

DIRECTIONS for treatment of this design (orchids) 
will be found in the department of China Painting in the present 
number. 

THE PIANO FRONT. (MUSICAL CUPIDS.) 
THIS original and striking design is especially in 

tended for the front of an upright piano, but it can readily be 
adapted to a variety of other uses. For instance, if the three disks 
be arranged in a triangular form an excellent effect for a fire-screen 
will be obtained. Arranged one under the other, they would 
make a pretty wall hanging, after the style of the Japanese kake 
mono. Or they would serve as a frieze for a threefold screen, 
subjects in keeping with them to be, of course, chosen. Individ 
ual requirements for decorating the panels will doubtless sug 
gest other ways of using them. The dragon-flies and other 
insects will be found very serviceable apart from the figures. 
Suitable materials on which the design may be worked are 
wool or silk tapestry canvas, uncut velvet, moleskin, bolting cloth, 
Roman satin, plain satin and Chinese silk. The material, of 
course, gives the background color; but the disks may be tinted 
and outlined with gold paint, or, much better, gold thread. A 
combination of flat tinting and embroidery would, perhaps, be 
the most suitable method of treatment, except in the case of wool 
tapestry being used. For tapestry canvas, whether wool or silk, 
it will be best to use tapestry dyes; but for the other materials 

mentioned either oils or water-colors may be used. It would en 
hance the effect to touch up the flies, musical instruments and 
wings with colored bronzes. The suggestions for the single screen 
design in the same style and by the same artist given last De 
cember will apply here. 

THE TULIP-TREE BLOSSOM. 

To paint this design in oil colors, use chrome yellow 
and Antwerp or Prussian blue, with a touch of burnt Sienna for 
the leaves, shading with the same, but adding a little more Sienna. 
The stems are a purplish gray, white, black and a touch of lake, 
shading with bone brown or Vandyck brown. The petals of the 
flower are a pale yellow, obtained by mixing a very small pro 
portion of chrome yellow with white. The band on the petals is 
orange cadmium yellow of a deep shade. The pistil is nearly the 
same color as the petals, only a little more greenish, with dots of 
black over it. The stamens are rather yellower than the petals. 
The sepals are a yellowish green. Chrome green, chrome yellow 
and white mixed to a pale yellow green is as near as one can de 
scribe it, but it is about the color of a green apple. 

The border would -serve admirably for a curtain or por 
tibre, either in solid embroidery. or tinted with tapestry dyes 
and outlined with rope silk or gold cord. There is still another 
method for which this design is well suited, which is particularly 
effective on plush or velvet, and that is painting it entirely in colored 
bronzes, otherwise known as " lustra colors.' The coloring to be 
employed in any case is entirely optional, and may be made to har 
monize with the intended surroundings. F or instance, the whole 
design carried out in one color-as pale gold toned down to 
brown-would be charming placed on a softly contrasting ground, 
such as russet green, faded heliotrope, or gray. A color contrast 
ing with that of the embroidery being used for the foundation of 
the border, the curtain itself may be of one of the darker shades 
employed in the needlework. 

This design could readily be adapted for a table-cover, acarriage 
rug or an afternoon tea-cloth, In the latter case solicd embroidery 

in very fine silk on linen would look charming. Very delicate 
shades of pink and green might be used, or white outlined with 
gold colored silk would be effective, and is a style much in vogue 
for decorating all kinds of table linen. 

OIFF%PF0HFH F. 
DECORA TION OF A COUNTRY DINING-ROOAM. 

SIR: Will you favor me in your next issue with some 
suggestions for the decoration of a small dining-room, 20 feet 
long by 15 feet wide. It has a large bow window filling one end 
of the room, which opens on a wide lawn, giving an abundance 
of light to all parts of the room. There is no fireplace or 
mantel-piece, the room being heated by a furnace. I want to 
renovate the room throughout, and if you will give suggestions 
as to the color and style of the paper, both for the frieze and the 
body of the room, and the color of the ceiling and the painting 
of the woodwork, to harmonize with the black walnut of which 
the sideboard, extension-table and chairs are made, I shall feel 
greatly obliged. What I am desirous of having is an harmonious, 
pleasant effect without great expense. L. E. P., Marietta. 

Paint the woodwork a dark liver-red, giving the last coat 
there should be three coats, at least-an egg-shell gloss by putting 
a due proportion of oil in the color. You do not give the height 
of the room, so it is difficult to give proportions for the frieze, 
but if it be as much as nine or ten feet, run a three and one 
half inch moulding, seven feet or seven feet four inches from the 
floor all round the room, painting it of the before-mentioned 
color. Let the lowest member form a picture-strip to hang the 
pictures from. Between this moulding and the base use a fairly 
deep-toned brown-red paper, free from gilt, and with an ara 
besque design, the design and the background being in two tones 
only of the same color. For the frieze take an olive, and match 
its color as nearly as possible in distemper color, but not too dark. 

You do not say whether the room has a cornice or not; but if it 
has, run the frieze color up on the lower members, and the ceiling 
color, which should be old gold, with the faintest touch of olive 
on it, out on the upper members. A line of gold bronze to divide 
the two should be used as a stencilled ornament on one of the 
members. If further decoration is desired, a device slightly 
Japanese in character, about thirteen inches in diameter, and 
two feet distant from the angles of the ceiling, may be stencilled 
in each of the four corners of the ceiling in gold bronze. This 
scheme of color will give a good background for pictures, and 
if old blue or red plaques are hung against the frieze, the 
combination of color will be quaint and soft. It will also 
harmonize with either reds or dull blues, or olives, or yellows 
in floor coverings or hangings, and with the black walnut 
furniture. The paper can be obtained at almost any good 
dealer's, and an ordinary painter, with intelligent overseeing, can 
do the coloring. 

FITTING UP A STUDIO. 
M. L. A., Marshall, Mo.-(I) Almost any color, pro 

vided it be low in tone-a dark maroon or a dull olive, for in 
stance-would do for a studio. Flat-painted walls, with stencilled 
frieze of simple conventionalized design, the groundwork to match 
in color-not in shade-both walls and ceiling, would be appro 
priate. Or a plain cartridge paper might be used for the walls, the 
ceiling to be tinted in a lighter shade of the same color. For the 
floor one of the cheaper Indian rugs would be best. This would 
show wear perhaps less than any other kind of covering of simi 
lar cost and would give the low tone of color proper for a studio. 
For seats wooden benches along the walls, with cushions har 
monizing in color with the color of the walls, would answer. 
One of the most important considerations in regard to a studio is 
the light. A north light, of course, is most desirable, being most 
uniform. There should be a careful arrangement of shades, 
which can be regulated so that all day there may be sufficient 
light for painting without glare. You are quite right in not 
wishing your studio to be " filled up," for the first element of 
beauty in a room-a sense of space-would thus be lost. If you 
observe the rule to put nothing into it that is not beautiful (which 
does not mean costly), and nothing that is not necessary, you will 
succeed without crowding it, in making it attractive. 

THE USE OF PHOTOGRAPHY BY ARTISTS. 
SIR : After reading the articles in your magazine 

about illustrating, and other notices where you speak of artists 
making use of photography, as in your answer to M. L. H., I 
would like to ask if such artists as [we think it proper to omit the 
names mentioned here by our correspondent-Ed. A. A.] make 
use of photography ? I ask not from curiosity, but to find out if 
I can-if it is best to take up the study of photography or to let it 
alone ? Do all artists use it ? Is it possible to compete with those 
who do ? I hear of this one and that one who use it, but if you 
ask them about it, they appear to feel insulted. If I could only 
find out if the best painters did or did not use it, I should know 

what to do. I have no time or money to spare; but if they all 
use it I shall try to learn it some way. I know a few artists who 
make very good sketches who, I am positive, do not use it, but 
they cannot make pictures. I also know artists who paint fine 
pictures which bring thousands of dollars who, every one says, 
" use photography." If it is true, why is this deception ? As I 
am a young artist, trying to learn, I hope you will give me the 
explanation, which I cannot get from any one else. 

BENJAMIN POOR, Boston. 

To answer your question fully would be only to repeat what 
was published in The Art Amateur last November in answer to 
" M. L. H." We may say once more, however, that photogra 
phy is used to a considerable extent by many artists of undoubted 
ability. Almost all decorative artists use it in various ways : in 
enlarging or reducing sketches and studies to fit the spaces which 
they are to decorate, and also to preserve a pose, an arrange 

ment of drapery, of flowers, etc. Many artists of the highest 
standing so use photography, not to take the place of studies and 
sketches, but to help them out. For instance, a model may be 
posed for a certain figure and photographed; but the photograph 
will not give the exact movement required. A slight sketch by 
the artist will supply the means to correct it. Or, again, the 
artist may make his study from the model, but may be unable to 
afford time to finish it in complete light and shade. The photo-. 
graph will supply what his study lacks. Many good landscape 
painters also use photography in a similar way, especially since 
the instantaneous method has come into general use. They ob 
tain in an instant most valuable memoranda of passing cloud 
effects, of complicated foliage and many other things of which it 
would be difficult to make pencil or color notes. However, it 
must be borne in mind that the roughest sketches are often more 
valuable than photographs, because they preserve only what is 
needed, and because they naturally give some indication of what 
is felt at the time to be the proper sort of handling to render com 
pletely the effect that is being sketched. For those reasons, no 
artist can depend wholly, or very much, on photography ; while a 
grreat many, satisfied to remember what they cannot int down or 
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